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___ UNIQUELY URBAN-------

To: Police Officer Jennifer Lloyd

From: Chief Michael J. Passalacqua

Re: Summary Discipline

Date: April 2, 2021

Officer Lloyd,

I am in receipt of a paperwork from your immediate Supervisor which includes a Counseling 
Memo which you signed for on January 21st, 2021 regarding a complaint at due to 
Substandard Work. I am also in receipt of paperwork regarding a Motor Vehicle Accident/DWI 
Investigation which was investigated by you on  in the 

City.

After reviewing the paperwork and watching the Body Worn Camera footage from the Motor 
Vehicle Accident/DWI Investigation which was approximately 4 hours' worth of video, I made 
several observations. Upon arrival at the scene, you were approached by an involved party 
whose vehicle was struck. The male stated he believed the operator was not sober. Your 
response was that you would handle that. You did not ascertain as to why this person came to 
this conclusion or ask him to explain why he though this. The male was a potential witness and 
came forward immediately to let you know what his observation was.

During the incident, you made remarks that contradict themselves regarding who was helping 
or not helping you during this incident. You stated at one point when dispatch was sorting out 
what vehicles were going to need to be towed, "Too many hands in the pot". Then, when it 
came to doing photographs of the scene, you inquired with both PO Wagner and PO Resendiz if 
they were photography certified. After finding out they were not, and one of them advising 
you to ask the Sergeant to respond to do photos, you stated "I'm the only one doing 
everything" and "I can't order the Sergeant to take photos". However, you never asked or 
inquired with the Sergeant if he could come back to the scene to take photographs for you.

When the Sergeant inquired about the driver being intoxicated, you stated that she had not 
admitted to drinking. In your report, you state that the operator, was talking
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rapidly, and had bloodshot and watery eyes. These are indicators of an operator who has been 
drinking or may be intoxicated which are laid out in our current General Order.

PO Resendiz came to you and stated he was going to run through SFST's after 
speaking to the operator and her admitting to having one drink. You stated that he could take 
the arrest, if he did arrest her and you would handle the accident report. Once the Sergeant 
intervened due to the conflict of you initially stating there was no intoxication involved, PO 
Resendiz advised you that Sergeant Nolin wanted you to administer the SFST's to
You then waited 23 minutes after being told this to start your SFST's. While administering the 
SFST's your procedure, directions and test names were not in line with Geneva Police 
Department training on the performance of SFST's. After administering the SFST's you had the 
operator sit back in her vehicle and then conversed with PO Wagner. You stated to PO Wagner 
that passed or did well for the most part on your tests (excluding the HGN) 
however you notate on your report several ques for each of the tests you administered and 
state she failed the Alphabet test. In your incident report you also report that you gave

"the benefit of the doubt" on the tests. You arrested the operator, over 
one hour after initially getting on scene. Eventually, BAC result was .21%. These 
issues that have been raised could become problematic if/when this arrest ever ends up in 
court for hearings/proceedings.

Furthermore, the Geneva Police Department held an in-service training on December 2nd, 2020 

at the Armory on Main Street in which you participated and signed a roster of your attendance. 
This in-service training included TASER, MEB and DWI Refresher. The Department decided to 
do this DWI refresher as we had seen a departmental need for a refresher in the area of 
conducting DWI Investigations and directing operators on the SFST's.

During this incident on the following General Orders were violated as they 
currently stand:

1. GO 305 III (11)A under Rules of Conduct
2. GO 605 IV (B) 1 under Motor Vehicle Accident Investigations
3. GO 605 V (C) 1 under Motor Vehicle Accident Investigations
4. GO 605 VII (B) 2 under Motor Vehicle Accident Investigations
5. GO 615 III (a) 3, 4 b-h and 7b under Alcohol and Drug Related Traffic Enforcement
6. GO 615 IV (A) 3 under Alcohol and Drug Related Traffic Enforcement
7. GO 705 VI (C) 4 under Crime Scene and Evidence Procedures

The Geneva Police Department has taken informal disciplinary measures against you in an 
attempt to correct your work and allow you to begin performing as expected as a Police Officer 
for the City of Geneva Police Department. Informal discipline is a measure taken to correct 
work behaviors that are substandard or violate Department General Orders.

As the Chief of Police part of my responsibility is to ensure all officers of the Geneva Police 
Department are operating in their capacity while conforming to all standing Geneva Police



Department General Orders. Your failure to correct your performance when informal 
disciplinary measures were taken against you has brought us to this point today.

Disciplinary action is based on and in accordance with current Geneva Police Officer's contract 
language, specifically Article 19.

Conclusion of Disciplinary Action: I am offering Summary Discipline amounting to three (3) full 
days without pay and future violations of this type may result in further or more progressive 
discipline. Please respond to my office by the end of the business day (4:00pm) on April 9th, 
2021 regarding your decision consistent with contract language in Article 19.2 of the Geneva 
Police Officer's current contract.

Respectfully,

Michaeu. Pjassalacqua 
Chief of Police



To: Chief Michael J. Passalacqua 
Chief of Police, City of Geneva

From: P.O. Jennifer Lloyd 
Re: Summary Discipline

April 7, 2021

Chief:

I would respectfully request to meet with you to discuss the penalty portion of the Summary Discipline 
that I was issued.

Council 82, Union Representative, Greg Carey would also be attending and advised me that he would be 
sending you an e- mail in reference to this, with dates that he would be available.

Respectfully,

*271

Jennifer Lloyd 
Police Officer 
City of Geneva

Cc: Greg Carey, Council 82



Michael J. Passalacqua

From:
Sent:

gacarey
Friday, April 9, 2021 10:33 AM 
Michael J. Passalacqua 
Jennifer A. Lloyd
RE: Summary Discipline - Officer Lloyd

To:
Cc:
Subject:

CAUTION: This message originated from outside the City of Geneva email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chief

Received and thank you.

Greg

Gregory A. Carey
Labor Relations Specialist

New York State Law Enforcement Officers Union, Council 82 
63 Colvin Ave.
Albany, New York 12206

-------- Original message----------
From: "Michael J. Passalacqua" <mjp@Geneva.ny.us> 
Date: 4/9/21 10:26 AM (GMT-05:00)
To: gacarey
Cc: "Jennifer A. Lloyd" <jlloyd@Geneva.ny.us> 
Subject: RE: Summary Discipline - Officer Lloyd

Greg,

I have received your response on behalf of PO Lloyd. One day every other pay period until the three days are fulfilled 
will work as we discussed over the phone that I would be willing to work with PO Lloyd due to the financial impact on 
her and her family. I will discuss this with Lieutenant Potter for payroll purposes moving forward so that he is aware. I 
am directing that PO Lloyd contact Lieutenant Potter and set a time up to meet with him to go over the calendar and get 
the three days scheduled ahead of time. I will be putting a copy of this letter with the file as proof of acceptance of the 
offered discipline.

Thank you

l
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Chief Michael J Passalacqua

Geneva Police Department

255 Exchange Street

Geneva, NY 14456

(0)315-828-6777

mjp@geneva.ny. us

From: gacarey
Sent: Thursday, April 8, 2021 3:21 PM 
To: Michael J. Passalacqua <mjp@Geneva.ny.us> 
Cc: Jennifer A. Lloyd <jlloyd@Geneva.ny.us> 
Subject: Summary Discipline - Officer Lloyd

CAUTION: This message originated from outside the City of Geneva email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Chief,

Please accept this as acceptance of the Summary Discipline that was issued to Officer Lloyd on April 2, 2021.

We would respectfully request that the suspension be served at one day per every other pay period.

Please advise if this is acceptable and the dates in which the suspension would be served.

Thank you for your time and considerations in this matter.

Greg

2
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Gregory A. Carey

Labor Relations Specialist

New York State Law Enforcement Officers Union, Council 82

63 Colvin Ave.

Albany, New York 12206
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TASER/MEB/DWI Refresher-8.5 hours 
Oct 7, Nov 4, Dec 12, 2020
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CITY OF GENEVA POLICE DEPARTMENT 

LESSON PLAN m.■vtKaico«iHu't

LESSON TITLE: COURSE:

GPD in-serviceDWI Detection & Enforcement, SFST Refresher

PREPARED BY & AGENCY:DURATION:

Sergeant Nicholas Bielowicz / Geneva PD2 hours

INSTRUCTOR:METHOD OF PRESENTATION:

Sergeant Nicholas Bielowicz / Geneva PD 
Police Officer Jesse Cole / Geneva PD

Classroom Lecture

APPROVED BY:

Lieutenant Jeffrey Potter

TRAINING REFERENCES: INSTRUCTOR REFERENCES:

PowerPoint and Notes NHTSA, DRE Manual, G.O. 615
TRAINING AIDS REQUIRED:
Classroom, Computer terminal with PowerPoint 
or Keynote, projector with screen connected to 
the computer, dry erase marker board with 
markers and eraser, PowerPoint presentation 
and handouts

DATE PRESENTED:

Page 1 of 3



CITY OF GENEVA POLICE DEPARTMENT 

LESSON PLAN

Training Objectives

At the end of this course of instruction, each student, will orally or in writing 
with or without reference to notes or training material unless stated otherwise:

Name 2 of the 4 driving categories exhibited by impaired/intoxicated 
drivers.
Name 3 post-stop cues that can predictor an impaired/intoxicated 
driver.
Explain the 3 standardized field sobriety tests.
Review indicators of impaired drivers.

I.

II.

III.
IV.

Curriculum Outline

Introduction
a. Introduce yourself
b. Review training and experiences
c. Benefits to trainees

i. Increase awareness of impaired driving
ii. Become more proficient with SFST’s

d. Review training objectives

V.

Presentation
a. Define 1192 sections of the VTL

i. VTL 1192.2
ii. VTL 1192.2AA

iii. VTL 1192.2AB
iv. VTL 1192.3
v. VTL 1192.4

vi. VTL 1192.4A
vii. CPL 150.20

b. Review current DWI Stats
i. Trends with DWI & DWAI

c. Pre-stop indicators
i. The four driving behavior categories

ii. Breakdown the 24 pre-stop cues
d. Post-stop cues

i. What to look for
ii. What questions to ask (interview phase)

e. MVA’s related to DWIs
i. What happened and why

f. Driver not with vehicle
i. Investigation

g. Drug interdiction questions________________

VI.

Page 2 of 3



CITY OF GENEVA POLICE DEPARTMENT 

LESSON PLAN
h. Exiting the vehicle

i. Documentation
i. Refusals

i. How to conduct
ii. Paperwork involved

j. People VS Bushey
k. Kansas VS Glover
l. SFST refresher

i. Review questions before SFST’s
ii. Explain SFST instruction

iii. Explain pass/fail with each test
iv. How to document tests

m. Impaired drivers
i. Observations

ii. What questions to ask
iii. Review how to proceed/when to call a DRE
iv. Blood test
v. Review the 7 drug categories

Summary
a. Question students about course
b. Review all objectives
c. Answer questions from the class

VII.

Page 3 of 3



GENEVA POLICE 

DEPARTMENT mmi§

EMPLOYEE WARNING 

RECORD
&

ACCRCDtTtO AGtWCV

POLICE Officer Jennifer Lloyd 
22:30-06:30

Employee Name:
Date of Warning:Shift: Time: AM

WARNING
Nature of Violation: Substandard Work

(If Other-Explain): Truthfulness

02/20/2021 

02:16 HRS-08:00HRS 

Date of Violation:

Time of Violation:
Place Violation Occurred:

COMPANY REMARKS
Officer Lloyd is not performing top the standards of work expected upon her and all other members of the department. Officer 
Lloyd also fails to be truthful with her supervising officer and in her written police report. Refer to the attached 
documentation.

Employee Has Been Warned Previously: |^YES | |nO 

Date of Previous Warnings:Listed in her file with the Chief of Police
Form of Warning: Counseling Memo

Warned by Whom: SGT
Bielowicz

EMPLOYEE'S REMARKS RE: VIOLATION
****The absence of any statement on the part of the EMPLOYEE indicates his/her agreement with the report as stated****

ACTION TO BE TAKEN
*|nrit. ($) u4 •' £

jj*«v y ,
il-i'l&tt

i\v I II 5t'^rU’Lnd

j-l-i 111M U±Approved by: •f?o
TitleNam Date

I have read this "warning" and understand it.

Employee Signature Date Supervisor Signature________________________________________________ Date
DISTRIBUTION OF COPIES:| |Employee | |Chief of Police | [Personnel Dept. I ISupervisnr | |union Rep



EMPLOYEE COUNSELING MEMO

TO: Police Officer Jennifer Lloyd
s i:

ACCREDITED AGENCj.FROM: Sergeant Patrick Nolin

RE: MVA/DWI Arrest

On at about 02:16 hours you responded to a reported motor vehicle 
accident involving a single motorvehicle being operated by an intoxicated subject that struck 
multiple parked motor vehicles on in the City of Geneva. Upon the arrivial of 
Sergeant Patrick Nolin to the inicdent scene to access resources needed you were asked by him 
via police radio if the operator was intoxicated. You reported back via police radio that the 
operator was not since you did not smell anything. However witnesses and other officers on 
scene reported to you that the operator was intociated. One officer also reported to Sergeant 
Nolin that the operator was intoxicated.

You filed a New York State Incident report related to the investigation and 
supsequent arrest of the operator of the vehicle involved in the accident. In this inicdent report 
you listed clues of potential intoxication of "talking rapidly, had bloodshot watrery eyes". This 
information is noted during your first contact with the suspect in your incident report. However, 
you advised Sergeant Nolin that you did not smell anything and faild to advise him of the other 
potential clues of intoxication or to request his assistance..

In addition to this your MVA-104 and inicdent report filed were reviewed and had to be 
sent back for multiple corrections. You were offered an extended amount of time to complete the 
the initial report and addition time to correct the errors. In addition to this an email dated 
February 25, 2021 from Lieutenant Valenti reported that you had entered evidence incorrectly. 
Lieutenant Valenti also mentioned that you are an Evidence Technician and that these types of 
simple errors should not be made by Evidence Technicians.

Upon review of the body worn camera recordings of the investigation on scene there was 
a clear denial that you made with officers that the suspect was not intoxicated. You also 
performed the Standardized Field Sobriety' Tests not in accordance with the inservice training 
provided with this department and of the appropriate developing authority of such tests. In 
addition you clearly listed in the report as giving the suspect the benefit of the doubt in some 
clues exhibited. You were in denial with other officers with less experience than you that the 
suspect was infact intoxicated

Officer Llloyd over the past couple of years this type of unsatisfactory work perform has 
been a constant. It leaves your supervisors perplexed on how to assist you to become a better 
officer and remediate these issues.



EMPLOYEE COUNSELING MEMO

You must understand that this counseling memo is being completed so that you may take 
immediate corrective measures so it does not happen again. You must take precautions as stated 
in GO 305 Rules of Conduct Section III. 1 la Unsatisfactory performance and GO 305 Rules of 
Conduct Section III. 42a. Truthfulness, so that this type of situation does not occur again.

As you may or may not be aware, further violation of this General Order may result in 
disciplinary action taken against you.

My signature acknowledges that I have read and received a copy of this counseling memorandum. It 
does not mean I agree or disagree with the contents. I know I have the right to attach a rebuttal.

DATED:

Employee’s Signature Supervisor’s Signature



Geneva Police Department

w Memorandum
Lieutenant PotterTO:

CC:
Sergeant NolinFROM:

DATE February 26, 2021 

SUBJECT:

Lieutenant Potter,

On at about 02:18 hours Officer Lloyd (Beat 1) and Wagner (Beat 2) 
responded to a reported property damage motor vehicle accident in the area of in the 
area of  When the call was dispatched 
the East (PO Resendiz), West (PO Baskin) and myself were on the scene of a reported overdose at

in the City of Geneva  Shortly after determining that the 
overdose was non-fatal and the scene was safe Officer Resendiz and I cleared from the incident and 
responded to the property damage accident on  Officer Baskin responded to the 
accident once he cleared from the overdose incident.

On my arrival it was determined that a single vehicle operated by 
was the cause of the accident. A total of three legally parked vehicles were damaged by the 

vehicle operated by  Based on my professional experience and training this type of 
accident is usually the result of an intoxicated motor vehicle operator. While assessing the scene for 
potential resources needed, I observed Officer Lloyd interviewing After assessing 
the scene, I began to coordinating efforts to remove the damage vehicles from the highway. I also 
contacted Officer Lloyd by police radio to inquire if the operator was intoxicated. Officer Lloyd 
responded that the operator was not intoxicated and that she could not smell anything. I made a request 
via police radio to police dispatch for an ambulance to respond to the accident scene to conducted a 
check over of

After Officer Lloyd reported that she did not suspect was intoxicated I 
determined that Officer Lloyd and Officer Wagner could investigate the accident and I had requested 
Officer Resendiz and Officer Baskin to clear from the accident via police radio. I cleared from the 
incident.

After clearing from the incident, I heard Officer Resendiz report via police radio that he was 
going to conduct field sobriety tests on the operator Generally other officers do 
not get involved in other officers’ investigations. I also was suspicious on why Officer Resendiz was 
going to conduct field sobriety tests on since Officer Lloyd reported to me that she 
was not intoxicated. I requested Officer Resendiz to not conduct the field sobriety tests and to contact 
me by cell phone. I asked him why he suspected of being intoxicated. He reported to 
me that had bloodshot eyes, she smelled of alcohol and admitted to consuming alcoholic 
beverages. 1 advised Officer Resendiz that he needs to advise Officer Lloyd of this and she needs to be 
conducting the field tests. Officer Resendiz followed the directive. I also advised Officer Lloyd via



police radio she would discuss this with Officer Resendiz and she would be conducting the field tests. 
Officer Lloyd acknowledged the directive. I responded back to the area of south of the accident scene 
and was standing by incase there was a need for further assistance or intervention that needed to be 
made by a supervisor. As a result of the investigation was arrested for DWI by 
Officer Lloyd. submitted to a breath test resulting in a positive blood alcohol count of .21. After 
learning of the high blood alcohol content, I grew suspicious of what exactly happened that an officer 
would not be able to identify the signs of an intoxicated driver. I emailed Lieutenant Potter of this matter 
and that I would be reviewing the body worn camera video of this incident investigation.

Upon review of the body worn camera video I noticed several issues with how Officer Lloyd 
conducted the investigation of this incident. I have listed the observed issues from Officer Lloyd’s body 
worn camera footage. The time is the playback time on the video not the actual timer the video was 
recorded:

00:27:

bystander “1 don’t think she is sober” 

PO Lloyd: “Okay I will deal with that”
01:24:

has slurred speech when talking to PO Lloyd. Also stays near car (possibly guarding 

balance)
01:48:

PO Lloyd: “Any drugs or alcohol tonight” (stated twice) 

 stated “no”

02:26:

PO Lloyd: You had nothing to drink tonight” 

 “no”
02:38:

exhibits emotional imbalance
03:40:

reactions to questions are not consistent with a sober person.  is guarding her 

balance by staying near her car.

07:36

PO Lloyd: “There was no drugs or alcohol tonight?
09:02:

PO Lloyd asks security for information after she claimed to provide it to security. Never 

asked her name and date of birth.

12:00:

PO Lloyd bases everything on smell and no other factors.



14:09:
PO Lloyd asked PO Wagner to get nformation from her.

43:00:

PO Lloyd asks PO Wagner if he is photo certified. Po Wagner tells her not and that the sergeant 

is. PO Lloyd States to PO Wagner: “I can’t order a sergeant to take photos especially if I’m 

doing everything”
47:22:

PO Lloyd asks PO Resendiz if he is photo certified.

55:50:

PO Lloyd asks  “how long ago did you have your last drink”.

56:08:
PO Lloyd: “Have you ever been run through standardized field operating tests for drinking while 

driving”

56:37:
 can be observed on video swaying back and forth.

57:16:
 emotional reactions are not consistent with a sober person

59:49:
PO Lloyd refers to the Walk and Turn Test as “nine heel to toe step test”

01:04:

PO Lloyd States to PO Wagner that  Passed for the most part

Sobriety tests had several issues such as lack of clear instructions. Standard medical questions 

were not asked. Alphabet test only gave a starting point and not an ending point.

Officer Wagner’s body worn Camera footage shows Hobart and William Smith Campus Safety 
Officer  telling Officer Wagner that is intoxicated. On February 26, 2021 
Officer Wagner was detailed to secure a supporting deposition from  detailing the information 
related to the incident. Officer Wagner also states in his video that he agrees that is intoxicated 
and that she had bloodshot eyes. He makes reference that Officer Lloyd couldn’t smell anything. Officer 
Wagner also tells Officer Lloyd that he would arrest her. This occurs when Officer Lloyd tells him that 
she doesn’t think is drunk.

Officer Resendiz body worn camera footage shows him taking the investigative skills related to 
the investigation of an impaired driver. He even identifies  by asking her name.

After reviewing body worn camera video footage, I reviewed Officer Lloyds motor vehicle 
accident report (NYS DMV Form MV-104A). There were several errors such as listing one of the 
parked vehicles as the vehicle that was operating. This information also showed up as a



validation error in TraCS and could not be successfully submitted to me for review. I had to advise 
Officer Lloyd of the error a second time when she made corrections to the report.

I reviewed the New York State Incident Report filed by Officer Lloyd. There were several errors 
in the incident report. The majority of the issues were related to the narrative of the report. She starts the 
narrative with nonsensical information about her activities prior to the call. It also appears that she wrote 
it as Officer Wagner was the only Officer Responding; and that he directed her to respond. It is written 
in the narrative that  told her that  was under the influence of something. However, does not 
identify this  or have another officer assist her. She notes in a paragraph of what television show 

was watching  This information is somewhat nonsensical; because 
there isn’t an issue of an alibi of a suspect. On page 2 of the incident report, she notes that  was 
talking rapidly, had blood shot watery eyes. However, Officer Lloyd could not smell alcohol; because of 
wearing her mask and gives a nonsensical dissertation of the reasons for wearing a mask. Odor of an 
alcoholic beverage is only one sign of intoxication. She also told me that  was not intoxicated and 
she could not smell anything. She also documents that she had delegated Officer Resendizto conduct 
field sobriety tests for her. I intervened in this matter and it is also referenced in the narrative of her 
report. Officer Lloyd wrote that she gave  the benefit of doubt on some of the clues on the sobriety 
tests. She does not justify any reasoning for this. This could prove to be an issue if the case was to be 
challenged at any point in the adjudication process.

On February 23, 2021 Sergeant Bielowicz informed me that Officer Lloyd had complained to 
him that I’m being mean to her. She stated this to him on February 20, 2021 on my days off. Officer 
Bielowicz did not go into further detail if there was more information, she stated to him by Officer 
Lloyd. This is an ongoing course of behavior of Officer Lloyd to make complaints about me when she is 
has a conflict with authority of a superior ranking officer.

On February 25, 2021 1 was copied into an email from Lieutenant Valenti to Officer Lloyd in 
reference to evidence that related to the case that was entered improperly. This email will be attached to 
this memorandum.

Based on my review of body worn camera footage, incident reports and supplemental reports related to 
PO Jennifer Lloyd’s actions on this incident investigations. I have found that PO Lloyd has potentially 
violated the following sections of Geneva Police Department General Order Sections:

GO 305 Rules of conduct
a. III. 1 la. Unsatisfactory performance.
b. III. 42a. Truthfulness

GO 605 Motor Vehicle Accident Investigations
a. IV. General Procedures

i. B. 1. Investigative Responsibilities Preliminary Motor Vehicle Accident 
Investigations

b. V. Accident Investigation Procedures
i. C. 1. Interview all involved parties and witnesses.

c. VII. Enforcement Actions
i. B. 2. Obtaining Statement of witnesses 

GO 615 Alcohol and Drug Related Enforcement 
a. Ill DWI Investigations

1.

2.

3.



i. A. Detecting the Impaired Driver
1. 3. Confirming the identity of the operator.
2. 4.Indications of intoxication

a. subsections b through h.
3. 7b. Questioning witnesses at the scene, 

b. IV. DWI/DWAI Drug Arrest Procedures
i. A3. Vehicle Search

4. GO 705 Crime Scene and Evidence Procedures 
a. VI. Crime Scene Procedures

i. C. Duties of First Responding Officers 
1. 4. Identify witnesses

Some of the violations of the General Orders overlap each other. However, it is clear after review that 
PO Lloyd has had prior incidents for unsatisfactory performance related to driving while intoxicated 
arrests. Specifically, incident numbers Based on the amount of training 
and work experience of Officer Lloyd this is clearly substandard work. She is one of the most senior 
officers on the overnight shift; and is setting the example for junior officers to not work to the fullest 
extent of their ability. I have attached all supporting documentation related to this incident for review.

Submitted on February 26, 2021,

Sergeant Patrick J. Nolin Badge 862



Division/Precinct ORIAgency New York State Orig.WESTGENEVA POLICE DEPARTMENT NY0340200

AWeapon(s)Business NameIncident Type
DWI - AGGRAVATED V1192LLI

9 BLocation CodeAddresso
3502

No. of Victims CCTSDEG ATT NAME OF OFFENSEOFF. LAW SECTION SUB CL CAT

1FAILURE TO KEEP RIGHTV C01 VTL 1120 A U
1 No. of Suspects DDWI-COMMON LAWVTL U M C02 1192 3

11DWI-AGGRAVATEDU C03 VTL 1192 2AA M
EVictim also Complainant NOPerson Type: CO=Complainant OT=Other PI=Person Interviewed PR=Person Reporting WI=Witness NI=Not Interviewed VI=Victim

Type/No.

o FDVCO
tt:

CL GROsI-
< HROooco
co
< IRO

Residence Status JRace Ethnic Origin HandicappedPerson No. Suspect No. Date of Birth SexAgeiH
9

K> Victim DID receive information on Victim's Rights and Services pursuant to New York State Law___ YES NO

Apparent ConditionName (Last, First, Middle, Suffix) Alias/Nickname/Maiden Name2» Type/No
O LCD
Cd

Social Security No.llj Address (Street No., Street Name, Apt. No., City, State, Zip) Phone No.
M

Date of Birth 000OccupationAge Sex Race Ethnic Origin Skin
HI CD 
Q. LLI 
CD Cd 
=> Cd 
CD <S

N

77< Height Weight Hair Eyes Glasses Employer/School AddressBuild
O

Elcd Scars/Marks/Tattoos (Describe) Misc.

i

□Victim or Suspect
Property

Type
Make/ 

Drug Type

Model Description ValueProperty
Status

Quantity/
Measure Serial No.

□No.

□>
Cd

□LLJ
Veh. Status License Plate No. Exp. Yr. Plate Type ValueState 0.00UJ

o 9cd

□
CL £ Veh. Yr. Make Model Style VIN

>

ElColor(s) Towed By/To Vehicle Notes

El this officer was assigned to Beat 1 in the City of Geneva in marked patrol unit GV5. 
This officer was just cle Linden/ Foot patrol assignment when the Dispatcher called 837 PO Wagner over 
the radio to respond to for a multi vehicle accident. PO Wagner Acknowledged the call and advised the 
dispatcher 823 (this officer) was going to be responding as well. □0UJ
This officer arrived on scene and observed a  on the right shoulder with extensive 

 side and had been pushe o observed while pulling up a
crashed into front en   that had been pushed into a  that were both 

legally parked on the east side shoulder of 

>t-
<CtL
Cl

< 0xiting her patrol vehicle a approached this officer and stated that his vehicle was the 
that was hit on the front end. The male was identified through his  who stated that the 

female driving  hit his legally parked vehicle and he believes that he is under the influ g. This officer 
observed HWS Cam/Qfy^fe^y^i^ 2^g^npeople gathered around the driver's side door of the that struck 2 0

Want/WarrantLU use B> cover
sheetInquiries NYSPIN Message No. Complainant's Signature<DC JLLO PNOL5 Page

Reporting Officer's Signature (Include Rank) ID No. Supervisor's Signature (Include Rank) ID No.I
CLEARED BY ARREST (ADULT) 02/21/2021 12

Q

^ Status Status Date Notified/TOT Review Date

DCJS-3205 (2/97) *FALSE STATEMENTS ARE PUNISHABLE AS A CRIME, PURSUANT TO THE NEW YORK PENAL LAW.



Incident No.Case No.Division/Precinct ORIAgency New York State 
INCIDENT REPORT Supp. 2021-5845GENEVA POLICE DEPARTMENT
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Build Employer/School AddressHair Eyes GlassesHeight Weight<0
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Make/ 
Drug Type
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□0
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Plate Type ValueLicense Plate No. Exp. Yr.Veh. Status StateUJ

O
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>
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□r got up to th de he cle wrapped up in a blanket. T
through her  Per  she was at home located at 

 watching ICarly.  stated that she got a notification about winter parking enforcement and went to move her vehicle 
to the other side of the road for winter parking in the City. Winter parking was not being enforced on 2/20/2021 as per direction of the 
on-duty sergeant and o    of Geneva Website.  stated that she pulled out of her parking spot near her residence and was 
traveling Southbound Per  she found the absolute perfect 
spot between 2 ve   stated that she went for the spot  
ended up striking  stated that she is no parking and was trying to back into the spot.  
story was not hing the scene.  denied hitting the hat wa arked facing Southbound. This officer 
observed that  was talking rapidly, had bloodshot, watery eyes. This officer asked  if she had anything to drink, to which she 
stated no. This officer was unable to smell any odors on his officer was wearing a mask do to COVID risks and per General 
Orders from the Geneva Police Department. This officer asked  if she was injured and wanted medical attention to which  
stated she wasnt hurt. This officer asked  for her drivers license and registration to the vehicle.  handed this officer the 
registration and stated that someone took her license and pointed towards Campus Safety. While this officer was collecting information,

□0>i= 0<CL
CL
< 0Z

0
>
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INCIDENT REPORT Supp. 2021-5845GENEVA POLICE DEPARTMENT
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Property
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>
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□Geneva Fire Department and Finger Lakes Ambulance were pulling up to the scene.

□This officer advised  that this officer would be back, this officer collected the rest of the other vehicles information and completed 
the MV A exchange form for the other owners of the vehicles so they could return back to their residences and their vehicles could get 
towed. While completing this task. PO Resendiz approached this officer in her patrol vehicle and advised this officer that he spoke with 

 who admitted to him that she had a white claw earlier, at around 4 or 5.  than told PO Resendiz that it was probably 
730-800 and that she only had 1 This officer asked PO Resendiz since she made omissions to him if he wouldn't mind following up with 
conducting the Standardized Field Sobriety Test's. PO Resendiz called out stating that he was going to start one for tests, Sgt. Nolin 
came across the radio and asked for PO Resendiz to contact him via cell phone. Sgt. Nolin then advised this officer over the radio to 
conduct the standardized field sobriety test. This officer acknowledged.

0>i= 0<cnCL

< 0z

0ther vehicle owners. Officers were unable to contact the registered owner of the 
at the time of the incident, but was advised a voicemail was left with them. This 

officer asked one of the Geneva Fireman if they could turn off the emergency lights so this officer could conduct a standard field sobriety
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INCIDENT REPORT Supp. 2021-5845GENEVA POLICE DEPARTMENT
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Make/ 
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□test, the firefighter complied. This officer then returned back to  and asked if she would follow this officer to an area that appeared 
to be safe and clear to conduct a standard field sobriety test.

□This officer instructed  to stand with her feet together, and hands by her side. This officer inquired if  had any medical or 
physical disabilities that would prevent her from taking a couple of tests, to which  stated no. This officer asked  if she wears 
glasses or contac o which  it was determined not  a regular basis.  was wearing winter boots at the time of the test and 
this officer asked  if she wanted to tie them tighter,  left her boots as they were.

0>

0<CL
CL

This office  onducted the first standard field sobriety test which consisted of the Horizontal Gaze Nystagmus test. This officer observed 
6 clues in  eyes.

< 0z

0This officer then conducted the second Standard field sobriety test which consisted o  the walk and turn. Due to the icy conditions and 
weather I could see that the subject was shaking do to being cold. This officer gave  the benefit of the doubt on some of the clues, 
but did have 5 clues observed.
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INCIDENT REPORT Supp. 2021-5845GENEVA POLICE DEPARTMENT
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□This officer then conducted the third standard field sobriety test which consisted of the one leg stand.  had a total of 3 clues.

□This officer then conducted a fourth standard field sobriety test which consisted of the alphabet test. This officer instructed  to 
begin the alphabet starting with the letter D and going forward.  could not complete the alphabet in the order in which it is suppose 
to go, to which she failed this test. 0UJ

>

0V-

< This officer walked  back to her vehicle to get warm for a minute with her blank  This officer placed  under arrest for DWI. 
This officer placed  in handcuffs and walked her to this officer's patrol vehicle.  was assisted to the rear pass ger's side of 
the vehicle with the seatbelt secured. This officer turned on the dome light in the vehicle and asked PO Wagner to watch  while 
this officer took photos of the scene prior to H&H towing arriving. This officer secured photos using GPD issued camera #1, please see 
JPEG 100- 7968 to 100-8019 for photos of the accident. While this officer was finishing up the photos H&H Towing arrived on scene.
This officer took a quick glance into  vehicle for an inventory search. This officer did not observe anything out
stayed on scene until H&H Towing completed transporting 3 of the vehicles from the scene. The fourth vehicle with

crK
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INCIDENT REPORT Supp. 2021-5845GENEVA POLICE DEPARTMENT
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KNOVictim DID receive information on Victim's Rights and Services pursuant to New York State Law ___ YES>
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Social Security No.Phone No.Address (Street No., Street Name, Apt. No., City, State, Zip)UJ

MSS3 S3 OccupationEthnic Origin SkinRaceDate of Birth Age SexUJ
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cn a: 
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Measure

Make/ 
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>
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□was being towed by AAA at the request of the owner.

□This office sported  back to the PSB for processing. was assisted to the processing room of the PSB where this officer 
observed  for 20 minutes prior to running her through the D master.  agreed to take the test.  first attempt at the 
test came back with a reading of "Blank Test". This officer asked  if she would take the test again to which  stated she 
would.  BAC level was .21%. while this officer was completing  papenvork. she informed this officer that the handcuffs 
possibly ripped her shirt on the wrist area of the left sleeve. This officer did not see the handcuffs rip  shirt, but  wanted it in 
the report. This officer advised her it would be added.

BLU

>

□
F-

<DC
or
<z This officer issued  3 UTT's, and an appearance ticket to return back to Geneva City court on  at 

0900am.  called her  to come sign her out of the PSB.  was released to At this time this 
officer has nothing further to report and this incident will be closed with an arrest.
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Incident No.GENEVA POLICE DEPARTMENT Supplemental Report

GENERAL INFORMATION
Last Updated On
Reference No. 2:

Reporting O  
Incident No:
Reference No. 3:

File Date:
Reference No. 1:

NARRATIVE
 I was assisting with the motor vehicle crash that had occurred on 

At about 2:50 in the morning, I spoke with  (DVR) and began asking her what had happen.
As I was speaking with , I could see that she had bloodshot eyes and an odor of an alcoholic 
beverage was present with . I asked  what she had to drink if any and how many 
drinks she had drank, along with about what time she drank, where and with who.

 responded first that she was trying to find a parking spot and was trying to parallel park 
since she had received a message about the winter parking enforcement. Then she stated that she 
was drinking with her  stated that she only had one white claw 
at about 4pm or 5pm.

I followed up with the questions of, if she drank anything else such as wine or different beer.  
again stated that she only drank one white claw and that her had more drinks that her. 

 responded that she drank the white claw at about 7:30pm or 8:00pm, changing her original 
time she had mentioned before.

I then advised dispatched that I would be taking out the driver out for SFST's, at that time Sgt. Nolin 
called over the radio and asked if I could give him call. Sgt. Nolin explained that I should discuss 
my findings with PO Lloyd and have her do the SFST's since she was the primary on the case. I 
discussed my findings with PO Lloyd and she took over the tests.

I cleared from the scene and filled out the 710/30 paperwork for PO Lloyd's DWI case. Nothing 
further to report.

f-002/21/21 20:23:14
****P.O. EDWIN RESENDIZ****

C

SUPERVISORY REVIEW DATE:

Page 1



New York State Department of Motor VehiclesPage 1 of 3 Pages

POLICE ACCIDENT REPORT
MV-104A (6/04)

Loca

□ AMENDED REPORTHZI203CV4VVB
1

No. Injured No. Killed Not Investigated at Scene Q Left Scene 
0 Accident Reconstructed

Police PhotosAc  No. of Vehicles
20|

d
Military Time

□ □ |y/| Yes | | No002:18 4

[v7] VEHICLE 2 [~~|BICYCLIST Q PEDESTRIAN | |OTHER PEDESTRIANVEHICLE 1
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21
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Ticket/Arrest 
Number(s)

Ticket/Arrest 
Number(s)9090CV28BV, 9090CV2945, 9090CV2970 SViolation

Seclion(s) Violation . Section(s);’1120A, 11923, 1192 2 AA

Check if involved vehicle is: 
more than 95 inches wide;

more than 34 feet long; 
operated with an overweight permit; 

j-1 operated with an overdimension permit.

Check if involved vehicle is:
| | more than 95 inches wide;

more than 34 feet long;
| | operated with an overweight permit;

, I operated with an overdimensiori permit.

Circle the diagrarri below that describes the accident, or draw your own 
diagram in space #9. Number the vehicles.V V

E E Rear End RlSfit Tun Hoad OnLefl.Tum Right Angle 26H7 5.^

I 7.3.1II 102 Sideswipe 
(opposite direction)

Sideswipe 
(same direction) Right TurnLeft TurnVEHICLE 2 DAMAGE CODESVEHICLE 1 DAMAGE COPES 0 V 41 2Box 1 - Point of Impact 

Box 2 - Most Damage 
Enter up to three 
more damage codes 4

Box 1 - Point of Impact 
Box 2 - Most Damage, 
Enter up to three 
more damage codes'

6.2. 0.3 2 9. 10E E
27

ACCIDENT DIAGRAM4\ 3. 54 53
111 IT ,)141251 2 1

Vehicle By: IIill TOWING 
Towed To: H&H TOWING

Vehicle By: H&H TOWING 
Towed To: H&H TOWING

See the last page of the MV-104A for the 
accident diagram.

*.... 5 .VEHICLE DAMAGE CODING: e 7

1-13 SEE DIAGRAM ON RIGHT. 9.

3
0

17. DEMOLISHED
18. NO DAMAGE
19. OTHER

14. UNDERCARRIAGE
15. TRAILER
16. OVERTURNED

2

Cost of repairs to any one vehicle will be more than $1000.

] Unknown/Unable to determine [^] Yes Q No
t 9101112

Coordinates (if available) 
Latitude/Northing

Place Where Accident Occurred:
County ONTARIO

Reference Marker
0 City □ Village □ of GENEVATown

3Road on which accident occurred

at 1) intersecting streetLongitude/Easting

□ Nor 2) 10

□ E 0Wfeet (Milepost, Nearest intersecting Route Number or Street Name)miles

30
Accident Description/Officer's notes
VI was traveling SB on  D1 stated that she was looking for a parking spot on the 
opposite side of the street in the MB direction. VI struck V2 on the drivers side rear pushing V2 
forward. VI then traveled across the center line and struck V3 on the drivers side/ middle of the 
bumper causing it to be pushed into V4 front end. D1 refused medical. D1 was cited and arrested 
for DWI
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New York State Department of Motor VehiclesPage 2 of 3
Pages

POLICE ACCIDENT REPORTL 0MV-104A (6/04)AMENDED REPORT□HZI203CV4VVB
1

Left Scene Police PhotosNo. of Vehicles No. Injured No. Killed Not Investigated at Scene j 
0 Accident Reconstructed 0Military Time
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Q operated with an overdimension permit.
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L POLICE ACCIDENT REPORT
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New York State Department of Motor VehiclesPage 1 of 3 Pages

POLICE ACCIDENT REPORT
MV-104A (6/04)

Local Codes 0□ IAMENDED REPORTHZI203CV4VVB
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See the last page of the MV-104A for the 
accident diagram.

Vehicle By: H&H TOWING 
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Cost of repairs to any one vehicle will be more than $1000. 
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Accident Description/Officer's notes
VI was traveling SB on . D1 stated that she was looking for a parking spot on the 
opposite side of the street in the NB direction. VI struck V2 on the drivers side rear pushing V2 
forward. VI then traveled across the center line and struck V3 on the drivers side/ middle of the 
bumper causing it to be pushed into V4 front end. D1 refused medical. D1 was cited and arrested 
for DWI
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Patrick J. Nolin

Matthew J. Valenti
Thursday, February 25, 2021 8:46 AM 
Jennifer A. Lloyd
Nicholas J. Bielowicz; Patrick J. Nolin 

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Officer Lloyd,

I left the evidence from the above CR in the ID Room again for you. This time you put the zero in front of 2021. The zero 
needs to go after the dash in the CR number in order to make the number a 5 digit number, ex. 2021-0  I deleted 
this tag and you will have to make a new tag with the correct number.
As an Evidence Technician I should not have to be kicking evidence back to you for these simple mistakes. If you have 
any questions or need a review please reach out. Thank you.

Respectfully,

Lieutenant Matthew J. Valenti - 802 
Geneva Police Department 
255 Exchange St.
Geneva, NY 14456 
315-828-6783 (office)
315-789-1814 (fax)

l

f &

POLICE
'’CCftfOrTtp AGENCY

IMPORTANT NOTICE: "This e-mail and any attachments may contain confidential, sensitive and/or proprietary 
information and is intended only for the person/entity to whom it was originally addressed. Any use by others is 
strictly prohibited."
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Supporting Deposition 
General C.P.L, 100.20 Form No. 257

STATE OF NEW YORK : COUNTY OF ONTARIO 
CITY COURT : CITY OF GENEVA

The People of the State of New York SUPPORTING DEPOSITION 
GENERAL

Defendant

 employed at Hobart William Smith Colleges, 300 PulteneySt, Geneva, NY, by this Supporting 
Deposition, makes the following allegations of fact in connection with an accusatory instrument filed, or to be filed, 
with this Court against the above named defendant(s).:

On at about 2:15am I was conducting property checks of the Hobart William Smith campus 
when I observed a  that had been involved in an accident on the
vehicle was facing south bound in the north bound lane and had struck a which pushed the
into a  was standing between the front driver door, which was open, and 
the car so I asked her if it was her car and she replied yes did not have her driver's license on her at 
the time so I asked for  was very belligerent with me and was yelling 
"what's the big deal". When was talking to me, I could smell the odor or an alcoholic beverage on her 
breath, so I lowered my mask to get a better smell and confirmed that it was an odor of an alcoholic beverage. 
After I spoke with I noticed a third vehicle parked alongside the south bound lane that had been 
damaged and grooves caused by front flat tire leading directly to her car. I did advise my dispatch to 
call 911.

The foregoing factual allegations are based upon personal knowledge of the deponent (and upon information 
and belief, the sources of deponent's information and belief being, direct involvement).

False statements made in the foregoing instrument are punishable as a Class A misdemeanor pursuant to 
section 210.45 of the Penal Law. Accordingly and with notice of the foregoing, I heareby affirm that the foregoing 
statements of facts are true, under penalty of perjury, this 02/26/2021.

SubscribecLand Sworn to before me on February 26, 2021.

Police Officer
(Officiaj^ig nature)
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GENEVA POLICE DEPARTMENT

EMPLOYEE WARNING RECORD lm&
■f CCBfQiTEO AKWC'I.

Jennifer LloydFmnlovee Name:

hiShift: Nights 10:30p-7a Date of Warning: jTime:

WARNING
Nature of Violation: Substandard Work

(If Other - Explain): GO 415 Violation, GO 305 Violation

12/31/2020

23:20

Date of Violation:

Time of Violation:
Place of Violation:

COMPANY REMARKS
Officer Lloyd was inside of and the clerk asked Officer Lloyd about a vehicle that had been 
running in the parking lot for some time. Officer Lloyd found the vehicle running and the doors 
unlocked. Officer Lloyd asked the dispatcher to contact the owner, in which they left a message. Officer 
Lloyd did not follow-up any further and left the vehicle running, unlocked in  parking lot.

Officer Lloyd failed to conduct a vigorous and thorough investigation of all information observed or 
brought to her attention (G.O. 415 III C 1).

Officer Lloyd conducted an unsatisfactory performance when officers shall maintain sufficient 
competency to properly perform their duties and assume the responsibilities of their positions. Officers 
shall perform their duties in a manner which will maintain the highest standards of efficiency in carrying 
out the functions and objectives of the department. Unsatisfactory performance may be demonstrated 
by a lack of knowledge of the application of laws required to be enforced; an unwillingness or inability to 
perform assigned tasks; the failure to conform to work standards established for the officer's rank, 
grade, or position; the failure to take appropriate action, the occasion of a crime, disorder, or other 
condition deserving police attention (G.O. 305 III 11).

Employee Has Been Warned Previously: QyeS |^|nO 

Date of Previous Warnings:
Form of Warning:

Warned by Whom:

EMPLOYEE'S REMARKS RE: VIOLATION
*The absence of any statement on the part of the EMPLOYEE indicates his/her agreement with the report as stated

See memo provided by Officer Lloyd.

ACTION TO BETAKEN
iff && '4 i H! 5AWl)0 -ff Vi6



m^ utwCnAA 4
Approved by: Chief of Police

Name Signatun Title
l*|jl

Date: I

I have read this "warning" and understand it.

'hi Is&th

Employee Signature Supervisor SignatureDate Date
DISTRIBUTION OF COPIES:
^Employee [Xjchief of Police [^Personnel Dept. ^Supervisor | |Union Rep.

"*■ 'T o- v*\ a. ref. Lo-KVCs-VC \C_iaO lot e <i 
(x_ fe.Vso-VoJtL ■ 11 Ue. Toc-ArV. Ce>»w‘. .

■t*- »*a.



EMPLOYEE COUNSELING MEMO

TO: Officer Lloyd

mia1
FROM: Sergeant Nicholas Bielowicz S' 'M&2*

POLICE
ACCREDITED AGENCYSuspicious Condition atRE:

DATE:

Officer Lloyd responded to around 11:15pm on  The clerk inquired to 
Officer Lloyd that a vehicle had been sitting in the parking lot running for some time. Officer Lloyd 
found the vehicle running and the doors unlocked. Officer Lloyd asked the dispatcher to contact the 
owner, in which they left a message. Officer Lloyd did not follow-up any further and left the vehicle 
running, unlocked in the parking lot.

Officer Lloyd violated G.O. 415 Post Assignments and Patrol Procedures III C 1 by not conducting a 
vigorous and thorough investigation when information had been brought to her attention.

Officer Lloyd violated G.O. 305 Rules of Conduct III 11 by unsatisfactory performance when officers shall 
maintain sufficient competency to properly perform their duties and assume the responsibilities of their 
positions. Officers shall perform their duties in a manner which will maintain the highest standards of 
efficiency in carrying out the functions and objectives of the department. Unsatisfactory performance 
may be demonstrated by a lack of knowledge of the application of laws required to be enforced; an 
unwillingness or inability to perform assigned tasks; the failure to conform to work standards 
established for the officer's rank, grade, or position; the failure to take appropriate action, the occasion 
of a crime, disorder, or other condition deserving police attention.

You must understand that this counseling memo is being completed so that you may take 
immediate corrective measures so it does not happen again.

As you may or may not be aware, further violation of this General Order may result in 
disciplinary action taken against you.

My signature acknowledges that I have read and received a copy of this counseling memorandum. It 
does not mean I agree or disagree with the contents. I know I have the right to attach a rebuttal.

/DATED:

7%
Employee’s Signature Supervisor’s Signature

(Z uA- cio *ncrV 
r* c vxAlV Vj £

* X tx. c- rv-1ft. rv\

Coc4rU\



On Friday at about 2320hours this officer (PO J. Lloyd #823) was assigned to beat2 in the 
City of Geneva in marked patrol unit GV11. This officer, PO Eveland, and PO Baskin were at
located at in the City of Geneva getting a beverage. While inside the female clerk that was 
working stated that there was a in the parking lot that had been running for a little bit. PO 
Baskin and PO Eveland were in front of this officer in line when the clerk advised them. I did not hear 
their response. The female clerk told me when I was at the register to check out as well. The clerk stated 
that she didn't care that the vehicle was there, but just wanted to know what she could do. I advised her 
that the vehicle was on private property that if she wanted to, she could have it towed.

This officer took it upon herself and went outside and located a next to the air pump legally 
parked between 2 marked yellow lines distinguishing it to be a parking spot. The vehicle was unoccupied 
and running. This officer ran the LP bearing o make sure it did not come back 
as stolen. It came back to a VALID that was registered to

City of Geneva. This officer walked around the vehicle and observed no 
criminal activity, nothing disturbed inside the vehicle, and while looking in from the passenger's side 
front window the vehicle was unlocked with the keys in the ignition.

This officer went back to the patrol vehicle and looked up in PD manager for the RO's phone number, no 
phone number w ioed dispatch and asked if he could find a phone number for 
the RO bearing and inquire why the vehicle was parked at 

Dispatch around the same time dispatched PO Eveland to respond back to  for a possible 
domestic with the female returning back to the location. This officer was their earlier and responded to 
that incident as I already dealt with both parties prior to PO Eveland reporting for duty.

Dispatch while enroute to the other incident or shortly thereafter notified this officer and advised that
he left a voicemail for the RO. I stated OK, thanks. I never heard anything more of the vehicle for the rest 
of the shift.
This officer figured the RO was in the area (across the street in the apartments or on  and just left 
his vehicle running there. There was no criminal activity observed at any point while this officer was with 
the vehicle. No CR was made as there was no complaint nor anything observed as being suspicious. This 
officer did make the attempt to contact the RO through the dispatcher.

This officer was called at about 9:49am by Lt. Potter inquiring about the This 
officer informed Lt. Potter of the above. Lt. Potter inquired if Sgt. Bielowicz was informed, this officer 
stated no as there was nothing to report to the Sgt about.
Lt. Potter informed this officer that the RO called 911 to report that his vehicle was 
stolen. However, this officer wouldn't have known this as the vehicle was showing VALID at time it was 
RUN through Police Mobile and the officer made the attempt to contact the RO of said vehicle with no 
luck.
Upon reporting for duty on 1/1/2021, this officer read PO Peters incident report  that 

stated the RO drove his vehicle with the keys to at 1858hrs and upon leaving the store, 
walked towards his residence. The RO was shown on camera returning to the store again at 1910 on 
foot and leaving his vehicle and store on foot for a second time walking back towards his residence. This 
makes me think that the RO was too impaired to even drive if he could not even remember that he 
drove to the store upon exiting the store not once but twice in one night. The report continues to state 
that the RO confirmed that there was no criminal activity. RO drove the vehicle back home and the 
incident was closed by PO Peters. NO crime was committed.



City of Geneva 

POLICE DEPARTMENT
Michael Passalacqua 
Chief of Police255 Exchange Street 

Geneva, New York 14456 
Phone:(315)828-6771 Fax:(315)789-1814

TO:SGT. BIELOWICZ & LT. POTTER 
FROM:P.O. STEVE 
DATE: JANUARY 4,2021

RE:
ON  AT APPROXIMATELY 12:30 AM THIS OFFICER WENT INTO  TO 
PURCHASE TEA AND GUM. THIS OFFICER ASKED THE CLERK IF THERE WERE ANY ISSUES AND SHE 
TOLD THIS OFFICER NO. I ADISED HER THAT IF SHE NEEDED ANYTHING TO CALL. THIS OFFICER 
LEFT BUT FORGOT TO ENTER THE PROPERTY CHECK INTO THE COMPUTER. THIS OFFICER REALIZED 
LATER IN HIS SHIFT AT APPROXIMATELY 2:20 AM THAT HE DID NOT ENTER THE JOB INTO THE 
COMPUTER. SO I DECIDED TO DRIVE THROUGH THE  AGAIN AND THEN ENTERED THE 
PROPERTY CHECK INTO THE SYSTEM. THERE WERE NOT MANY VEHICLES IN THE PARKING LOT. SO 
THIS OFFICER DROVE THROUGH THE LOT SLOWLY, LOOKED INTO THE STORE AND SAW THE SAME 
CLERK HE SPOKE TO EARLIER STANDING BEHIND THE COUNTER. NEXT TO THE REGISTER. NO ONE 
APPEARED TO BE IN DISTRESSED OR NEEDING HELP, SO THIS OFFICER CONTINUED THROUGH. AND 
COMPLETED HIS CHECK. BY THE END OF HIS PATROL. THIS OFFICER HAD COMPLETED TWO 
PROPERTY CHECKS AT THIS LOCATION. AT TWO DIFFERENT TIMES. DURING THESE TWO CHECKS. 
AT NO TIME DID ANYONE INFORM OR MAKE A COMPLAINT TO THIS OFFICER THAT ANYONE 
NEEDED ASSISTANCE OR HELP.



On  I was on duty and assigned to patrol the East. After roll call, around 
2300 hours or so, Officer Baskin and myself went to to purchase a beverage. As we were 
walking in, Officer Lloyd showed up as well. I grabbed my preferred beverage and I walked over to the 
cashier to pay for my drink. I completed my transaction and I walked over to the doors to exit 

I waited for Officer Baskin to finish his transaction as well. As Officer Baskin and I were exiting 
Officer Baskin made a comment that Officer Lloyd was going to go into full detail to the 

cashier about towing a vehicle from their property. I walked over to my patrol vehicle which was parked 
on the far Eastern corner of the parking lot next to Officer Baskin's. I did not have any conversation 
whatsoever with any employee about a vehicle that was parked on their property.

Respectfully,

Officer Eveland



Sergeant Bielowicz,

I am writing this memo in reference to the events at the  on the night of 
At about 11:30 PM, I had contacted Officer Eveland about meeting at the for some 
refreshments. I was posted in the west for this shift. Officer Lloyd also came to the store. I made a 
purchase, and as I was taking my items the clerk made mention about  in the parking lot that 
was running, unoccupied and had been there for some time. As I was walking towards the door, Officer 
Lloyd started answering the clerk as she was behind me and paying for her items. I exited the store, and 
told Officer Eveland that Officer Lloyd was talking to the clerk about all the options the store could take.

I entered my patrol vehicle, and so did Officer Eveland. At this time, we left.



City of Geneva 

POLICE DEPARTMENT
Michael Passalacqua 
Chief of Police255 Exchange Street 

Geneva, New York 14456 
Phone: (315) 828-6771 Fax: (315) 789-1814

TO: Sgt. Bielowicz & Chief Passalacqua 
FROM: PO Jennifer Lloyd #823 
DATE: 01/25/2021

RE:

Dear Sgt. Bielowicz & Chief Passalacqua,

1 am writing to you in regards to rebutting the counseling memo and the Geneva Police 
Department Employee warning record regarding a vehicle being parked running at 

1 have read and understand the General Orders 415 III Cl and 305 III 11. However, the clerk 
did not wish to file a complaint or be a subject of a complaint. The Clerk was just inquiring 
legally what her options were. Based on the conversation had with the clerk she had no 
intentions of even calling 911.

This officer, advised the clerk what she could do legally in that case as the vehicle was 
legally parked on private property was to have it towed at the company expense. I then 
walked out of the store. However, I went further out of my own curiosity and ran the plate in 
Police Mobile to see if it had any wants, warrants, or was stolen. The vehicle came back as 
VALID. I asked the dispatcher to contact the Registered Owner to inquire why it was parked 
at the  Per the dispatcher a voicemail was left with the registered owner.

At no time did I think that a citizen asking a simple question while in to purchase a beverage 
in a convenient store would have led to this. In the future any contact that I have with the 
public I will fill out a complaint.

Respectfully,

PO Jennifer Lloyd #823


